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a b s t r a c t

Recent discussion of the selective pressures leading to the evolution of modern human postcranial
morphology, seen as early as Homo erectus, has focused on the relative importance of walking versus
running. Specifically, these conversations have centered on which gait may have been used by early
Homo to acquire prey. An element of the debate is the widespread belief that quadrupeds are constrained
to run at optimally efficient speeds within each gait, whereas humans are equally efficient at all running
speeds. The belief in the lack of optimal running speeds in humans is based, however, on a number of
early studies with experimental designs inadequate for the purpose of evaluating optimality. Here we
measured the energetic cost of human running (n¼ 9) at six different speeds for five minutes at each
speed, with careful replicates and controls. We then compared the fit of linear versus curvilinear models
to the data within each subject. We found that individual humans do, in fact, have speeds at which
running is significantly less costly than at other speeds (i.e., an optimal running speed). In addition, we
demonstrate that the use of persistence hunting methods to gain access to prey at any running speed,
even the optimum, would be extremely costly energetically, more so than a persistence hunt at optimal
walking speed. We argue that neither extinct nor extant hominin populations are as flexible in the
chosen speeds of persistence hunting pursuits as other researchers have suggested. Variations in the
efficiency of human locomotion appear to be similar to those of terrestrial quadrupeds.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction

For approximately the first three million years of human
evolution, our ancestors were characterized by a postcranial
anatomy that was clearly reflective of bipedal gait but with
elements that may have compromised their effectiveness in
terrestrial locomotion (Ward, 2002). Most investigators (see cita-
tions in Wood and Collard, 1999) have interpreted the postcranial
anatomy in reconstructed specimens from African populations of
Homo erectus (relatively long legs, shorter arms, wide shoulders,
narrow waist) as indicating substantial efficiency in terrestrial
bipedality. Thus this adaptation is thought to have occurred by 1.8
million years ago. The application of the present data to hominin
hunting strategies adopts that interpretation. This interpretation is
challenged, however, by a newly described H. erectus pelvis
(Simpson et al., 2008: 1091), which led those workers to conclude
that the ‘‘basic features of H. erectus body shape remain poorly
understood.’’ Most investigators that have distinguished between
gaits (walking and running) have traditionally assumed that these

adaptations were adopted through selection acting on hominins
engaged in walking (Jungers and Stern, 1983; Lovejoy, 1988;
Crompton et al., 1998; Foley and Elton, 1998; Kramer, 1999; Kramer
and Eck, 2000). Other workers (Carrier, 1984; Bramble and Lie-
berman, 2004), however, have suggested that selection for many
modern postcranial characteristics seen in early Homo may have
resulted from running. One of the assumptions involved in some of
the arguments for this latter hypothesis has been that human
running (unlike that of quadrupeds) is not characterized by a speed
at which running is optimally efficient (Carrier, 1984; Bramble and
Lieberman, 2004). The cost of human walking increases curvili-
nearly with speed, resulting in a series of speeds at which the cost
to walk a given distance is optimal (Cotes and Meade, 1960; Mar-
garia et al., 1963; Menier and Pugh, 1968; Carrier, 1984; McArdle
et al., 2001; Bramble and Lieberman, 2004). In contrast, there is an
almost universally accepted belief that the cost for a human to run
increases linearly with speed (per unit time), so that the cost to run
a given distance is speed invariant (Margaria et al., 1963; Menier
and Pugh, 1968; Carrier, 1984; McArdle et al., 2001; Bramble and
Lieberman, 2004), though there have been indications that this
might not be the case (Boje, 1944; Walt and Wyndham, 1973). Thus,
researchers have suggested that the amount of energy used to run
a given distance is (nearly) the same, whether run quickly or slowly
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(Margaria et al., 1963; Kram and Taylor, 1990); thus proponents of
‘running’ hypotheses suggest the importance of a running gait for
giving hominins flexibility in strategies during hunting (Carrier,
1984).

Hominin flexibility comes in contrast to the idea that quadru-
peds have optimal speeds within gaits. This understanding stems
from Hoyt and Taylor’s (1981) elegant demonstration that within
a single species (ponies, n¼ 3), the cost of locomotion within gaits
(walk, trot, gallop) increases curvilinearly with velocity, even when
data only on freely chosen gaits were analyzed. This result, coupled
with the observation in several species of a preference for selecting
speeds in the middle of the range of speeds at which a given gait is
used (Pennycuick, 1979), has led to the widespread belief that there
are generally speeds within the gaits of quadrupeds that are less
metabolically costly. In fact, data from all other quadrupedal species
report a linear increase of cost with speed at all gaits (see Taylor
et al. [1982] for a summary). Yet, because the experimental designs
of most studies were not adequate to detect the fine difference
between linearity and curvilinearity, the data on ponies have been
generalized to all quadrupeds.

Carrier (1984) thus proposed that because humans do not have
an optimal running speed, and any quadrupedal prey would be
characterized by gait optima, human hunters would be free to
pursue quadrupedal prey at running speeds suboptimal for the
prey. This was a significant element in his argument that selection
for endurance running may have been important in the evolution of
Homo. Bramble and Lieberman (2004) echo this point in their
recent overview, but give it less emphasis.

Many of the early works that were interpreted as suggesting
speed invariance in human running were based on studies with
small sample sizes (e.g., n¼ 2; Margaria et al., 1963) or, like most
studies of quadrupeds, experimental designs that would have made
speed optimality difficult to detect (Boje, 1944; Hagan et al., 1980).
More importantly, again like the earlier works reporting a linear
increase in the cost of locomotion in quadrupeds (Taylor et al., 1970,
1982; Taylor, 1977), actual statistical comparison of the variance
explained by the curvilinear versus linear models in human
running was often omitted. The differences in the cost to run
a given distance at different speeds are subtle in both humans and
in quadrupeds. In addition, the majority of earlier work on human
running looks at the cost per unit time (Boje, 1944; Margaria et al.,
1963; Conley and Krahenbuhl, 1980; Hagan et al., 1980; Daniels and
Daniels, 1992; Sherman, 1998), rather than the cost per unit
distance. Among quadrupeds, it is the cost per unit distance in
which the speed dependence of locomotor cost becomes apparent
in both walking and running (Hoyt and Taylor, 1981). Given the
importance of this question to discussions of possible hunting
strategies among early hominins, it seems worthwhile to revisit the
question of the linearity of cost of human running at increasing
speeds, using a more carefully controlled experimental design.

Methods

The protocol was approved by the University of Wisconsin-
Madison’s Institutional Research Board, and all participants signed
written informed consent. The protocol consisted of nine partici-
pants for whom we measured the cost to run at each of six different
speeds on a motor driven treadmill for five minutes at each speed,
while his or her metabolic rate was monitored using a Sensor-
Medics VMax 29c system. This system provides a breath by breath
analysis of oxygen consumed and carbon dioxide produced in units
of L/min. These values were converted to kcal using Weir’s (1949)
standard calculation. We did not measure heart rate. Room
temperature was consistent at approximately 21 �C. The six
running speeds were chosen by each participant from a series of

options. The options were 2.0, 2.5, 2.7, 3.1, 3.6, 4.0, 4.5, or 4.9 ms�1.
Each participant chose two speeds s/he considered ‘slow,’ two
speeds s/he considered ‘comfortable,’ and two speeds which s/he
considered ‘fast,’ but which they were still able to maintain aero-
bically (RQ< 1.0). The six speeds were randomized each time
a participant performed a trial. The randomization included two
controls: neither of the two fastest speeds would be first, and the
two fastest speeds would not be performed sequentially. These
controls were used to prevent the fatigue and injury of our
participants. Each participant walked at a self-selected speed
between each five minute trial until his or her heart rate had
returned to walking values. Subjects ran at all six speeds on at least
five separate days within a three week period; each day of trials
was separated by at least 48 hours from other trial days. Thus,
subjects ran for a total of 30 minutes at a variety of speeds, many of
which are very much in excess of those at which persistence
hunting is practiced (Liebenberg, 2006). The metabolic values for
each speed from at least four days were averaged to get the final
cost of locomotion for each speed for each individual. From these
data, we calculated the cost of transport (CoT [kcal/km]) and cost of
locomotion (CoL [kcal/min]; see further description below). Days in
which a subject had a significant order effect, suggesting fatigue,
were not included. We compared the fit of linear versus curvilinear
models to the data within each subject, thus each subject acts as
his/her own control. This is important because, as we show below,
different subjects have different speed optima.

We measured each subject’s height, mass, and lower-limb
length. Lower-limb length was measured as in Steudel-Numbers
and colleagues (Steudel-Numbers and Tilkens, 2004; Steudel-
Numbers et al., 2007). For each subject we compared the rate of
increase in cost with speed, using both linear and curvilinear
models created from linear and quadratic regressions. This was
done for both the cost per unit time (CoL) and for the cost per unit
distance (CoT). The comparisons of cost per unit time are compa-
rable to most previous reports on the cost of human running, but
the cost per unit distance is a measure of energetic efficiency and is
a more appropriate measure for understanding adaptation (Steu-
del, 2000; Steudel-Numbers, 2006). CoT measures the cost of
a given task (travelling a given distance), and thus has a specific
ecological meaning, rather than simply the cost to locomote at
a particular speed for a particular time. R2s and p-values were
calculated for each subject under a linear and a curvilinear model
for both cost per unit time and cost per unit distance. Comparisons
between the models were done using paired t-tests.

Results

Using metabolic data on multiple running speeds from nine
human participants, we tested the fit of both linear and curvilinear
models for both CoL and CoT. Figure 1 illustrates the data for the
cost per unit distance of running at various speeds for each of our
subjects, with best-fit lines for both models. Fitting a curvilinear
model produces consistently and conspicuously higher correlations
and lower p-values than does fitting a linear model. The mean R2

for fitting a curvilinear model to the cost-speed data across all
subjects is 0.94, while the mean R2 with a linear model is only 0.41.
The difference (using paired t-tests) between the two models is
again highly significant at p¼ 0.001. As in previous studies, the
linear model (CoL) showed a good fit with an average R2 of 0.984
(Fig. 2). Nonetheless, the curvilinear model fit the data even better:
R2¼ 0.998, a highly significant difference (p¼ 0.001).

In addition to a model applicable to our whole sample, two
other variables emerged from these data: the impact of size and
perhaps sex. Our female subjects chose running speeds similar to
and not significantly different from those of males (p¼ 0.375).
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Nonetheless, optimal running speeds averaged 2.9 ms�1 in females
and 3.7 ms�1 in males. Because our males were on average taller
(179.6 cm versus 168.2 cm), longer limbed (87 cm versus 81 cm),
and heavier (72 kg versus 66.7 kg) than our females, we suspect
that this is a simple consequence of size, although we cannot rule
out some other sex effect. Optimal running speed is significantly
correlated with body mass (R¼ 0.774, p¼ 0.024).

To evaluate the impact that the curvilinearity of the cost of
running would have on the ability of early Homo to pursue prey
using endurance running, we compared the cost to travel 27.8 km
(the average distance of a persistence hunt reported by Liebenberg
[2006]) while running at optimal running speeds, with running
27.8 km at least-optimal running speeds. On average, our males
would spend 1798 kcal in a hunt at optimal running speed. A hunt
at the least efficient speed would add an extra 302 kcal. Our females
would spend an average of 1552 kcal on a hunt at optimal speed,
adding 177 kcal when running at the least optimal speed. Their
hunt would of course also take longer (because of their slower
optima), so would fall under constraints of time (day length) as well
as energy.

Discussion

Why did these data demonstrate curvilinearity in the cost of
human running when most investigators had been under the
impression that it was linear? Probably the most important factor
was the combination of the subtlety of difference between the
linear and curvilinear fits of the CoL curves, and the fact that the
CoL curve has been preferenced in biomechanics literature over and
above the CoT curve. The fit of the linear model to the cost per unit

time data in the present study, R2¼ 0.984, is virtually identical to
the fit of the same variable reported by Hoyt and Taylor (1981) for
their data on ponies using freely chosen gaits (R2¼ 0.98 or above).
Detecting such a small difference requires a very careful experi-
mental design. Until Hoyt and Taylor (1981) carried out their
painstaking experiments, it was thought that the cost of quadru-
pedal running was linear (Taylor et al., 1970, 1982; Taylor, 1977) .
Like the early work on quadrupeds, most of the early studies on
humans had methodological problems as discussed in the Intro-
duction. The present study is the first to attempt to address this
issue for human running with an experimental design as carefully
controlled as that of Hoyt and Taylor’s (1981) in quadrupeds.

What implications does this have for the evolution of human
running? Since there are few reports in the ethnographic literature
of females engaging in endurance running, we use the estimates
from our male subjects to estimate the implications of running at
non-optimal running speeds for early Homo. The new pelvis from
Gona (Simpson et al., 2008) underscores the unlikelihood of
endurance running by female Homo. The earliest we see body mass
and locomotor morphology similar to that of modern humans is
among certain populations of H. erectus (Ruff and Walker, 1993;
Ward, 2002; Bramble and Lieberman, 2004; Steudel-Numbers and
Tilkens, 2004). Further, it is specifically African H. erectus that is
proposed as the first hominin to engage in hunting involving
substantial travel distances (Issac, 1984; Foley and Elton, 1998;
Wrangham et al., 1999; Binford, 2001; O’Connell et al., 2002;
Bramble and Lieberman, 2004; although see Simpson et al., 2008) or
persistence hunting (Carrier, 1984; Bramble and Lieberman, 2004).
We thus use estimates of daily energy expenditure (DEE) from the
literature specifically for KNM-WT 15000 (Steudel-Numbers, 2006).

Figure 1. Each individual participant’s CoT data (point) with both a linear and curvilinear line fit. Open circles are males; closed circles are females. Error bars are the standard error
of mean values averaged over the trials at each speed.
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That study built on previous work estimating DEE (Leonard and
Robertson, 1997; Key and Ross, 1999) and added more accurate
estimates of locomotor costs. Estimates of body mass for this
specimen, 68 kg (Ruff and Walker, 1993), are similar to the
average for the males in the present study, 71.5 kg. How would
engaging in a bout of persistence hunting involving the average
distance reported for a hunt in modern persistence hunters
(Liebenberg, 2006) at optimal versus suboptimal speed affect
the daily energy budget of KNM-WT 15000? Average daily
energy expenditure for KNM-WT 15000 is estimated at
2487 kcal (Steudel-Numbers, 2006). As the average cost for our
male subjects to engage in an average length bout of persis-
tence hunting at optimal speed is 1798 kcal, a persistence hunt
at optimal running speed would cost 72% of the total DEE
expected for this individual. The increase of 302 kcal occurring
if the hunt transpired at suboptimal speed would be another
12% of the DEE for this individual. Thus, performing persistence
hunting at suboptimal speed would utilize 84% of an H. erectus
individuals’ DEE, implying that persistence hunting would have
been an energetically costly activity. The impact of the costs of
persistence hunting using walking and running at optimal and
suboptimal speeds is shown graphically in Figure 3.

Would persistence hunting at walking speeds be a viable
strategy? The average speed of all observed persistence hunts
reported by Liebenberg (2006) was 1.72 ms�1, a speed at which
walking is usually preferred (Thorstensson and Roberthson, 1987;
Hreljac, 1995). The cost of a persistence hunt walking at 1.72 ms�1

would be 1583 kcal, based on averaged estimates from Cotes and
Meade (1960) and Margaria et al. (1963). This would be 64% of

H. erectus DEE, a substantial reduction. If a persistence hunt could
be carried out at or near optimal walking speed, the cost would
drop further. We calculated the cost for an individual of the
estimated mass and limb length of KNM-WT 15000 to travel the
27.8 km of a typical persistence hunt (Liebenberg, 2006), while
walking at near-optimal speed based on the equation in Steudel-
Numbers and Tilkens (2004). This cost would be 1407 kcal, 57% of
DEE (compared to the 72% of DEE to travel the same distance at
optimal running speed). Walking is thus considerably cheaper.

Whether optimal walking speeds could be used in a persistence
hunt is, of course, another question. Given that tracking is often

Figure 2. Each individual participant’s CoL data (point) with both linear and curvilinear line fits. Open diamonds are males; closed diamonds are females. The R2 values on the
bottom left are for the linear fit; the values on the top right are for the curvilinear fit. Error bars are the standard error of mean values averaged over the trials at each speed; they are
small and thus, may be challenging to see.

Figure 3. The cost of a persistence hunt using walking versus running at optimal and
suboptimal speeds compared to the estimated total daily energy budget of H. erectus.
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required (Liebenberg, 2006) and that the average pace reported for
the persistence hunts observed by Liebenberg (2006) was a speed
at which humans can either walk briskly or run slowly, it seems
likely some mixture of walking and running speeds would be used,
mitigating the cost of a hunt carried out solely at running speeds.
Unfortunately, for all of our male subjects and most of our female
subjects, their slowest running speed was the least efficient (see
Fig. 1). Thus, selecting a slow steady running pace for a persistence
hunt would not be a good energetic choice.

While persistence hunting would have been energetically costly
to the hunter or hunters, the potential pay off may have made it
worthwhile. Lieberman et al. (2007) estimate the caloric value the
meat of a 13 kg duiker as 15,600 kcal and that of a 200 kg ungulate
as 240,000 kcal. These large caloric benefits would certainly repay
the investment. Further, a hunter delivering the coupe de grace to
an exhausted animal would not face the injury risks of a hunter
facing a healthy foe. On the other hand, the water balance of the
hunter(s) must surely be a factor, particularly given the belief that
hot conditions are important to the success of a persistence hunt
(Liebenberg, 2006; Lieberman et al., 2007). Liebenberg (2006)
reports that the hunters involved in the persistence hunts filmed
for his television documentary were allowed to refill their two-liter
plastic water bottles during the hunt. He did not specify how many
refills were needed. If only one refill was required, this would be
a total of 4 kg per hunter. It seems unlikely that early Homo would
have had a source of resupply, thus these early hunters would have
had to carry enough water to prevent serious heat stroke, which
based on the modern simulation would have been at least 4 kg.
Given that the containers available to early Homo would presum-
ably have been skins or gourds, the hunters would have been
burdened. At the very least this would have increased their ener-
getic cost, but it may have interfered with their ability to run
smoothly as well.

Because modern humans do have an optimal running speed and
it is likely extinct hominins did as well, there is an ideal speed at
which hominins can most efficiently pursue prey animals. Carrier
(1984) suggests that a good pursuit speed would be one ‘‘midway
between the optimal speed of the trot and the optimal speed of the
gallop.’’ Since ethnographic reports might limit our understanding
of extinct hominin strategies, we also want to consider possible
strategies based on the prey available to and accessed by East
African Homo erectus. In order to calculate the likely optimal pursuit
speed for H. erectus, we used published equations for optimal
trotting and optimal galloping speeds (Heglund and Taylor, 1988) of
prey animals of the size observed in the H. erectus archaeological
record. We then calculated the midpoint between the two optimal
speeds as the optimal pursuit speed. Blumenschine and Pobiner
(2007) suggest four prey size-categories for those ungulates which
have butchery marks at East African Oldowan sites. The categories
are 5–25 kg, 25–125 kg, 125–350 kg, and above 350 kg. Blumen-
schine and Pobiner (2007) do not suggest hominins were hunting
animals from all of the size ranges, so we have chosen to consider
mid-range values from the first three categories (10 kg, 60 kg, and
200 kg) as reasonable brackets. For a 10 kg animal, the optimal
pursuit speed should be 3.0 ms�1; for a 60 kg animal, optimal
pursuit speed should be 4.2 ms�1; and for a 200 kg animal,
5.3 ms�1. Thus, the optimal running speed for a H. erectus individual
of the size of KNM-WT 15000 of somewhere around 3.7 ms�1

(extrapolated from present data) would be most suitable for
pursuing the medium sized prey, though again at 72% of the indi-
vidual’s total DEE. Interestingly, the optimal running speed esti-
mated for an individual in the middle of the size range suggested by
Lordkipanidze et al. (2007) for the Dmanisi H. erectus is 1.97 ms�1,
below the optimal pursuit speed for any of the prey species known
from East Africa. The cooler climate characteristic of this site

(Sarmiento et al., 2007) may also have made persistence hunting
a less likely adaptive strategy for these hominids, given that most
advocates of the relevance of persistence hunting as an adaptive
strategy for early Homo argue that it would be most effective under
very hot environmental conditions (Liebenberg, 2006; Lieberman
et al., 2007).

Thus, in showing that an optimal speed of human running
exists, we note that early Homo may not have been as flexible in the
chosen speeds of running pursuits as other researchers have sug-
gested (see Table 1 for summary). In addition, a persistence hunt,
even at optimal running speed, would have been extremely ener-
getically costly, considerably more so than a persistence hunt at
optimal walking speed.
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